Call for Submissions

We are now inviting submissions for the 12th issue of the Global Antitrust Review (GAR). The GAR welcomes contributions dealing with competition law and policy in all jurisdictions, as well as those addressing competition policy issues at regional and international levels. In particular, it welcomes works of interdisciplinary nature discussing and evaluating topics at the interface between competition law and related areas such as economics, arbitration, information technology, intellectual property, political science and social geography.

Submissions should be most preferably received by the 28th of October 2019. Contributions should be sent to gar-icc@qmul.ac.uk.

Form and Output

The GAR is published annually in electronic format. Each yearly volume consists of a maximum of five long articles, two short essays, a case note section and a book review section. All submissions should follow the Guidelines for Authors, available online, and will be refereed by selected scholars and practitioners.

Editors and Advisory Board

General Editor

• Dr Eda Sahin, Queen Mary, University of London
  Email: e.sahin@qmul.ac.uk
• Necla Sumer Ozdemir, Queen Mary, University of London
  Email: n.sumerozdemir@hss18.qmul.ac.uk
• Ritika Sood, Queen Mary, University of London
  Email: r.sood@hss18.qmul.ac.uk

Advisory Board

The GAR benefits from first-rate counsel and expertise offered by six distinguished members representing the new generation of competition lawyers and scholars:

• Mr David Bailey, UK Competition Appeal Tribunal
• Mr Christopher Brown, Barrister, Matrix Chambers
• Mr Manish Das, Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer
• Prof Ariel Ezrachi, University of Oxford
• Prof Ioannis Lianos, University College London (UCL)
• Dr Okeoghene Odudu, University of Cambridge